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MLDS Campsite Large 01.wav
MLDS Campsite Large 02.wav
MLDS Campsite Large 03.wav
MLDS Campsite Large 04.wav
MLDS Campsite Medium 01.wav
MLDS Campsite Medium 02.wav
MLDS Campsite Medium 03.wav
MLDS Campsite Medium 04.wav
MLDS Campsite Small 01.wav
MLDS Campsite Small 02.wav
MLDS Campsite Small 03.wav
MLDS Campsite Small 04.wav
MLDS Construction Site Large 01.wav
MLDS Construction Site Large 02.wav
MLDS Construction Site Large 03.wav
MLDS Construction Site Large 04.wav
MLDS Construction Site Medium 01.wav
MLDS Construction Site Medium 02.wav
MLDS Construction Site Medium 03.wav
MLDS Construction Site Medium 04.wav
MLDS Construction Site Small 01.wav
MLDS Construction Site Small 02.wav
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DESCRIPTION

Big camping site with ambient roaring of wind and medium group of people mumbling. Several inaudible yells of workers, some smithy hammering iron and rumbling of
crates. Distantly barking dog and chirping birds.
Big camping site with large group of people mumbling. Medium perspective. Several inaudible yells of workers, smithy hammering iron and wooden materials being handled.
Some birds chirping subtly.
Big camping site with large group of people mumbling and talking. Horse hooves, footsteps and metal chains from a medium perspective. Several bumps and metallic noises
from workers. Some birds chirping.
Big camping site with lots of construction noises. Working people mumbling, hammering with wooden and metallic tools and handling crates. Dogs barking and horse neighing
in distance.
Medium camping site with ambient roaring of wind. Some people mumbling and talking, yelling inaudibly over distance. Smithy hammering iron and woodworker noises. A
horse walking by and crows cawing distantly.
Medium camping site with light roaring of wind rustling through trees. People talking and yelling inaudibly over distance, handling crates and tools. Horses neighing and birds
chirping and cawing distantly.
Medium camping site with lots of people mumbling and talking, some yelling inaudibly. A fire crackling distantly. Several metal worker noises and crates handled in
background. Some birds chirping subtly.
Medium camping site with some people talking inaudibly in distance. Some working noises with wooden and metallic tools. Horse neighing and dogs barking distantly. Some
birds chirping.
Small camping site with few people and a child talking and mumbling. Lots of crows cawing in background with constant roaring of wind underneath. Some working noises
with wooden tools and a horse neighing.
Small camping site with few people talking and mumbling. Smithy working with metal tools in background. Light roaring of wind and several crows cawing distantly. Horse
neighing and cow mooing.
Small camping site with few people mumbling. Some working noises, metal clinking and hay rustling distantly. Birds chirping in background.
Small camping site with few people talking. Wooden tools clacking distantly. A horse neighing and a dog barking sparsely with owls calling from far away.
Dense, ambient roaring of wind on a big building site with several people talking and yelling inaudibly over distance. Loudly banging, hammering and rumbling of crates,
tools and metal harnesses.
Ambient clattering, rumbling and banging on a big building site with people yelling inaudibly over distance. Hammering with wooden and metallic tools, scraping noises and
bumping of crates being handled.
Densely mumbling people on a big building site with some people yelling inaudibly over distance. Metal tools hammering and clanking, wood creaking and crates bumping
loudly. Birds chirping distantly.
People talking and yelling inaudibly on a big building site. Some ambient roaring of wind underneath. Metal tools hammering and clanking, wood creaking and crates
bumping.
Several workers talking inaudibly on a building site, some yelling over distance. Metal tools clattering in background, wooden crates bumping some distantly creaking sounds.
Light ambient roaring of wind through trees underneath.
Many workers mumbling and talking inaudibly on an urban building site, some yelling over distance. Metal clattering and some wood being piled distantly with loud impacts.
Workers talking and yelling inaudibly on an exterior building site with birds chirping in background. Metal tools clattering and rattling and some wooden crates and logs
bumping. Ambient roaring of distant wind through trees underneath.
Some workers talking and yelling inaudibly on a maritime building site. Many wooden tools and crates hammering, bumping and creaking distantly. Lots of metal clinking and
clattering.
Few people working on a sparse building site. Some ambient roaring of distant wind underneath. Metal and wooden tools hammering, clinking and thudding distantly. Some
creaking and bumping. Birds chirping in background.
Few people working on a sparse building site. Some yelling inaudibly and mumbling distantly. Few metal tools hammering and some wooden thudding and rumbling.
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MLDS Construction Site Small 03.wav
MLDS Construction Site Small 04.wav
MLDS Courtyard Busy 01.wav
MLDS Courtyard Busy 02.wav
MLDS Courtyard Busy 03.wav
MLDS Courtyard Busy 04.wav
MLDS Courtyard Light 01.wav
MLDS Courtyard Light 02.wav
MLDS Courtyard Light 03.wav
MLDS Courtyard Light 04.wav
MLDS Farmyard Medium 01.wav
MLDS Farmyard Medium 02.wav
MLDS Farmyard Medium 03.wav
MLDS Farmyard Medium 04.wav
MLDS Farmyard Small 01.wav
MLDS Farmyard Small 02.wav
MLDS Farmyard Small 03.wav
MLDS Farmyard Small 04.wav
MLDS Market Place Large 01.wav
MLDS Market Place Large 02.wav
MLDS Market Place Large 03.wav
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DESCRIPTION

Few people working on a sparse building site. Some inaudibly yelling. Carts clattering, wooden and metal tools hammering and clacking. Several birds chirping and cawing in
the distance.
Few people working on a sparse building site. Some inaudibly yelling. Wood creaking and small metal and wooden tools hammering and clacking distantly. Ambient roaring of
distant wind through trees underneath.
Crowd on an urban courtyard, mumbling densely with some talking and a child babbling inaudibly. Carts and a horse passing, footsteps and distant clattering. Wood rattling
far away. Some birds.
Small crowd on an urban courtyard, mumbling lightly with some inaudibly talking. Distant metal clattering and shoveling, some wooden crates bumping while being handled.
A dog barking far away.
Large crowd on an urban courtyard, mumbling densely with some inaudibly talking. Dog barking distantly and a horse neighing and walking. Some clattering, rustling and
wooden bumps in background. Few birds cawing.
Large crowd on an urban courtyard, mumbling densely with some inaudibly yelling and talking. Rustling and working with different tools in background. A church bell ringing
distantly. Some dishes clinking and metal cans clattering.
Slight ambient roaring of distant wind trough trees. Birds chirping, a dog barking and few people mumbling and working in distance. A church bell ringing from far away.
Some footsteps, bumping of wooden crates and clinking of metal tools.
Few people and a child talking inaudibly in an urban courtyard. Several wooden tools and metal parts clattering far away. A church bell ringing and birds chirping distantly.
Small crowd mumbling on an urban courtyard. A child playing in distance. Horse hooves walking by and a dog barking far away. Few metal tools clinking and a wooden cart
being dragged by.
Mostly female crowd talking and yelling inaudibly in an urban courtyard. Child whining in distance. Some wooden tools and crates bumping and creaking in background.
Water bucket being emptied on the street.
Working on a farmyard. Rooster crowing distantly, cows mooing and several other farm animals calling mixed up. Footsteps and wooden tool noises clattering throughout.
Few people working on an open farmyard. Several birds chirping distantly with farm animals calling mixed up. Cows mooing and a horse neighing from a shed. Wooden tool
noises clattering and bumping occasionally.
Working on an open farmyard. Several birds chirping distantly with some farm animals calling occasionally. Cows mooing, rooster cawing and chicken cackling. Chopping wood
with an axe far away. Some bumping and cart noises.
Working at a wooden farmhouse. Sheep bleating, pigs grunting and several other farm animals calling mixed up. Hammering and rumbling of wooden tools and crates. Birds
chirping and cawing in background.
Sparse ambience of a small farmhouse with cows mooing, chicken cackling and several other farm animals calling mixed up. Hay rustling and wooden tools clattering with a
cart passing by.
Sparse ambience of a small farmhouse in a forest. Sheep bleating, a dog barking far away. A person chopping wood in the distance. Lots of bird calls and a woodpecker
rattling distantly.
Sparse ambience of a small farmhouse with several people working on the fields. Sheep bleating, a dog barking and several other farm animals calling mixed up. Subtly
mumbling, hammering on wood and bumping with crates, distantly.
Sparse ambience of a small farmhouse with different animals. Cows mooing, sheep bleating and several others calling mixed up. Few people working with wooden materials,
hammering and clattering subtly from far away. Birds chirping and cawing.
Densely mumbling peasant crowd on a big town square. Vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly from far away. Crates rumbling and iron materials clattering in background.
Some animals calling distantly.
Light ambience of a big town square with lots of people mumbling. Several vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly from far away. Crates rumbling and iron materials
clattering in background. A horse neighing loudly and cows mooing distantly. Bell ringing.
Densely mumbling peasant crowd on a big town square. Vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly from far away. Cows mooing, a horse neighing, a dog barking and sheep
bleating in distantly. Wooden rumbling in background.
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MLDS Market Place Large 04.wav
MLDS Market Place Medium 01.wav
MLDS Market Place Medium 02.wav
MLDS Market Place Medium 03.wav
MLDS Market Place Medium 04.wav
MLDS Market Place Small 01.wav
MLDS Market Place Small 02.wav
MLDS Market Place Small 03.wav
MLDS Market Place Small 04.wav
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DESCRIPTION

Large peasant crowd mumbling constantly on a big town square. Vendors calling inaudibly from far away. Geese honking, chicken cackling and a dog barking distantly. Some
wooden rumbling and clattering in background.
Medium peasant crowd mumbling loudly on a town square. A church bell ringing distantly, sheep bleating and birds chirping. Vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly from far
away. Wooden goods and carts rumbling and clattering.
Medium peasant crowd mumbling on a town square. Vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly. Some metal clinking and crates being handled distantly. A dog barking and few
birds chirping from far away. A church bell ringing in the end.
Peasant crowd mumbling on a town square. Light ambient roaring of wind. Vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly. Chickens cackling, geese honking and birds chirping.
Wooden crates bumping and rumbling distantly. Some metal tools clattering.
Peasant crowd mumbling densely on a town square. Vendors yelling and shouting inaudibly from far away. Metal tools clinking, crates and wooden goods bumping. A horse
walking by and sheep bleating distantly. Single bell ringing in background.
Light ambience of a small town square with some peasants mumbling. Vendors talking inaudibly. Chickens cackling and a rooster crowing from far away. A large church bell
ringing distantly.
Dense ambience of a small town square with some peasants mumbling lightly. Vendors talking inaudibly. A church bell ringing throughout in background. Sheep bleating.
Metal tools and goods clinking distantly. Some wooden bumping.
Ambience of a small town square with some peasants mumbling quietly. Vendors yelling inaudibly from far away. Several footsteps on pavement. Sheep bleating and cows
mooing distantly. Wooden goods and crates rumbling and some cloth flapping.
Small peasant crowd talking loudly on a small town square. Vendors yelling inaudibly from far away. Metal goods and tools clinking, wooden crates rumbling distantly. A dog
barking in the street.
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